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Why online?
As we were supposed to start running
our own learning circles in the
Learning Cirlces in Libraries -project,
the Covid19-pandemic started. It
turned the entire world to online
meetings and services, while face-toface meetings were suddenly not an
option anymore. In learning circles,
which are founded on the idea of social
interaction and local study groups
combined with open online education
resources, the change was profound.
Key question being, how to foster
social interaction in an online
environment.
Now, after facilitating few online
learning circles, we have learnt that
they can work just as well as face-toface ones, with additional benefits. In
an online learning circle geographical
location is no longer relevant. Online
learning circle may also provide much
needed stimulus during isolation
caused by pandemic. It also allows
safe participation even when
quarantined. Not to mentions that
online learning circles are a safe and
supportive environment to learn new
online participation skills.
Key elements of fostering interaction in
our experience are:
making people feel comfortable,
safe and excited to be online
taking deliberate action to support
group coherence and
communication
taking it slow and remembering that
interaction online may take longer
than in face-to-face meetings

Basic structure of any
online meeting
1) Pre-meeting time (optional)
It is always a good idea to reserve extra-time
before the actual session begins. This serves
multiple purposes, like testing audio and
camera connections, giving time to help
those who are less experienced in online
environments, getting the general chit-chat
going so it does not take time from the actual
meeting, allowing participants to ask
questions in an peaceful environments. It
may also give you time to relax and get
comfortable before participants arrive.

2) Starting the session
In the beginning of the meeting, spend time
in getting to know the technical environment
(how to use it), getting to know the
participants (ice-breakers and introductions)
as well as creating/introducing the playbook
of the meeting. Topics covered in the
playbook may be:
recording practices
sharing the recording
subtitles, timestamps
camera and microphone policies
interaction methods (tools, chat,
breakout-rooms)
timetable/agenda
purpose and goals of the meeting
All in all, a well-organised start in the meeting
makes participants feel comfortable and safe.
It gives them an overall understanding of
what will happen in the meeting and what is
expected from them.

Basic structure of any
online meeting
3) Content and learning
The middle part of the meeting / session is
dedicated to the content and learning.
Learning online may feel a bit stressful for
some, so remember to take it slow, allow
more time for discussion and answering
than you would do in a face-to-face
situation, tolerate the silent moments (it
usually means that people are thinking or
forming an answer in their mind or that they
are looking for the unmute-button) and offer
moderate amount of content per session.

4) Ending the session
In the end of the session, explain the future
steps (homework, assignments, next
meeting). If possible ask feedback from the
participants and allow time to jointly reflect
on what you have learnt during this session.
Also remember to let the participants know
when the official part is over, so those in a
hurry may leave without the fear of missing
out on something important.

5) Post-meeting time (optional)
Reserve time for post session / meeting if
possible to answer questions and continue
unofficial chit-chat with those willing.

Special tips for Learning
Circle meetings
Interaction, participation and discussion
online requires safety and comfort. It is hard
to learn when stressed and online
environment may be stressful to some. So
take it slow, take time on building the
foundation, allow people to participate when
they are ready
Limit the content per session while
interaction is slower online and time really
flies in meetings
Prefer tools and environments that do not
require complex sign-ins from participants to
lower the threshold of participating
Start with tools and enviroments that are
familiar to you, so you are able to assist
others
Keep it simple: it is better to have a smooth
and well-working session with less tools
and applications (for example only online
meeting with chat) than a chaos of jumping
to different tools, apps or tabs.
Plan your meeting in advance and test all
the tools and applications that you plan to
use.
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